
 

Pen OR Pencil by Mickael Chatelain

We are really happy to present to you the NEW TRICK of Mickael CHATELAIN : 
PEN or PENCIL!! For the first time, No playing card needed! An exclusive and
very visual effect, so easy to perform! Based on a well known handling, this effect
will fool your spectators! 

The well-known English magician, Dynamo, has done this several times on
his TV show, "Dynamo: Magician Impossible." Today it's your turn to do "Pen
or Pencil" for your spectators.
The simplest things are often the most difficult to implement. Here's the proof! 

PEN or PENCIL
By Mickael Chatelain 

Today, Mickael Chatelain is offering his new creation, Pen or Pencil. Based on a
simple principle, this new, extremely visual effect will completely fool your
spectators. 

This time, no playing cards, just two writing implements - one transparent Bic pen
with its cap and a wooden pencil. 

Take out the Bic and the pencil in front of your audience. You have nothing else
in your hands. A wooden pencil in one hand, a Bic pen in the other, that's it!
Invite one of you spectators to chose either. 

Let's say he chooses the wooden pencil. Place it into your trouser pocket, leaving
only the Bic pen in your hand - nothing else. 

Remove the cap from the Bic while explaining that you'll make it disappear
merely by blowing on it. You don't believe me? Close your fingers around the cap
and blow on your hand. When you open your hand, the trick seems to have failed
as the cap is still right there in the palm of your hand! It hasn't vanished! 

Explain that it's not the cap that was supposed to disappear, but the Bic pen! 

I don't have to describe the reaction of your spectators when they notice that you
are no longer holding the Bic pen in the the other hand but rather the wooden
pencil!!! 
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The Bic has completely disappeared without a trace! A disappearance in full
view! Your spectators won't believe their eyes. With just a fleeting glance at the
cap, the Bic has changed places with the wooden pencil! 

It's completely impossible. You haven't moved a muscle! You then proudly take
the Bic from your pocket where moments ago you had put the wooden pencil. 

An absolutely unbelievable transposition! An effect that we guarantee will drive
your spectators crazy! You may, if you wish, hand out both the Bic and the pencil
for examination at the end of the routine. 

Do it for yourself in front of a mirror. You'll fool yourself, so strong is the illusion! 

Take Note:

No pulls, no manipulation! 
You have only the Bic and the pencil in your hands, nothing else. 
The pen and the pencil are really different; no one could confuse them. 
You can learn to effect the change in five minutes! 
Perfect for close-up or in the street. You'll keep it on you at all times. 
Instant reset! 
Delivered complete and ready to go!
The DVD will explain everything you need to know!
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